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Hey hey ho!
Hey hey
ho Ho

Jersey Girl
Down the shore
Peddle to the metal
Fresh pedicure
New Ray-Bans
Cooper Tone Tan
and Oh, so fly!!

Me and my girls
Checking out the boys
Party at the beach
Gonna make some noise
Never gonna stop
Till we hit the top
Getting oh, so high!

[Chorus]
IÂ’m a Jersey Girl
Can I get a Hey Ho!
Not to be confused with the movie staring J-Lo
Jersey Girl
Proud but never arrogant
100% Grade A all American
Never bored always up for more
I'm a True blue
Jersey Girl

Got a new bikini
At the mall boutique
Party like itÂ’s Friday
Every day of the week.
Always talking too fast
Never pump my own gas
DonÂ’t even know how!

All my girls are out-spoken
We tend to be blunt
Always --- those shenanigans
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No pullin those stunts
Hand on the cop
When my car got stopped
And itÂ’s all good now!
(hey)

[Chorus]
IÂ’m a Jersey Girl
Party like a prom queen
You heard about me in the song by Springsteen
Jersey Girl
Look up to the funnel
Can I get a yell from the bridge and tunnel
On the run
Gonna catch the sun
IÂ’m a true blue blue
Jersey Girl

[Bridge]
Maybe I lead you on
Maybe IÂ’m teasing
Cause itÂ’s summertime
And lovinÂ’ is easy
Everywhere you go boys with those shirts on
Fist in the air with the beer ??
Picking up sub at Jersey MikeÂ’s
------
Watch out 35 is way too crowdy
Locals and the benny's are getting rowdy
Everybody is a freak
NobodyÂ’s a fonny
------
The Stone Pony
(Hey)

So get your hand up in the air
Since you asked
LetÂ’s get the record straight
ItÂ’s exit number 98

[Chorus]
IÂ’m a Jersey Girl
Can I get a Hey Ho
Not to get confused with the movie star with J-Lo
Jersey Girl
Proud but never arrogant
100% Grade A all American
Jersey Girl
Party like a prom queen
You heard about me in the song by Springsteen
Jersey Girl



Look up to the funnel
Can I get a yell from the bridge and tunnel
Never bored 
Always up for more
On the run
Gotta catch the sun
Not a care
Living on a prayer
Like a true blue
New
Jersey Girl
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